
Be One of Us
Choosing where to start your legal career is  
an important decision − for you and for us.

So, let’s talk . . . 

squirepattonboggs.com



Be Part of a Winning Formula
• We provide clients with unique insight at the point where law, business and government meet, giving them a voice, supporting their 

ambitions and achieving successful outcomes.

• We operate on a philosophy of “One Office, Three Locations”. Our teams in Darwin, Perth and Sydney work collaboratively to deliver 
excellence and efficiency to clients all over the world.

• In Australia, we number 23 partners and 60+ lawyers – and we are growing!

• Our commitment to diversity and to a positive working culture has placed us at No. 2 in terms of female-to-male partner ratios.

• We are regular finalists and winners of legal awards and accolades.

• We focus on key growth areas in the Asia Pacific region:

Construction & Engineering Infrastructure Media & Advertising

Corporate Intellectual Property & Technology Real Estate

Energy & Natural Resources International Dispute Resolution Restructuring & Insolvency

Financial Services Labour & Employment Tax Strategy & Benefits

Hospitality & Leisure Litigation

But It Really All Comes Down to You 
We are looking for people who will thrive in our culture and contribute to our growth and success.

Enthusiasm Intellectually capable Initiative

Communicates clearly Commercial awareness Energy

Accountability and ownership Detail conscious Friendly
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Office locations

Regional desks and strategic alliances

More than

1,500 
lawyers

140
Coverage of

jurisdictions

40
languages spoken

46 offices in 20 countries



Be Connected 
We describe ourselves as one office, many locations, and that pretty much sums up our approach. 
Many of our clients work across countries and continents and expect us to do the same. 

You will be working alongside lawyers across the country and all around the world.

“I’ve just graduated and already I’m working on deals with people in London, Tokyo, Sydney 
and Perth. I’ve even travelled overseas to work closely with our international clients.”

Michael Van Der Ende | Energy & Resources | Perth

Be Commercial 
Whether they are household brand names that have changed the way we work, live, shop or play, 
or they are start-ups just about to shake things up all over again, our clients are clever, creative and 
commercial. So are we. 

You will learn how to adapt what you have learned about the law to real-time scenarios. 
That is because you will be working on real work for real clients from day one.

“It’s fantastic to be involved in deals that are reshaping the landscape of Perth.”

Tim O’Shannassy | International Dispute Resolution | Perth

“The firm’s fast-paced but supportive environment has rapidly developed my legal skills 
and professional relationships.”

Chris Steenson | Corporate | Sydney

“I am forever undertaking new tasks and learning new skills in an incredibly supportive 
team. I’ve just been given the opportunity of a six month rotation to the Financial Services 
team in Sydney.” 

Sarah Tonkin | Corporate | Perth/Sydney

Be Committed 
Our culture emphasises and rewards collaboration, accountability and responsibility. We support our 
clients, our people and our community. Values are not just words on a page but are lived daily. We 
have generous wellbeing programs to keep you happy and healthy in mind and in body. We support 
volunteerism and pro bono initiatives. We work hard to build a culture that makes coming to work 
each day a pleasure.

From the very start, you will be provided with the tools, know-how and options you need 
to set your own challenges and define your career path.

“The culture encourages curiosity and collaboration.” 

William He | Corporate | Sydney

“It gave me the confidence to develop strong relationships with clients.”

Tim O’Shannassy | International Dispute Resolution | Perth
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Top 20
Most Feared Litigation Firms  

BTI Consulting’s Litigation Outlook

Top 20
Firm involved in the “largest, most significant and ground-breaking  

international and cross-border matters” Law360’s Global 20
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Begin a Career That Will Take 
You Places and Apply Today

For further information or a confidential discussion, please contact:

Rebecca Hansen 
T +61 8 9429 7523
E rebecca.hansen@squirepb.com 


